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After an experience like this some
would turn away from the truth
because they feel as if they are
being told they can’t be them even
while living righteously. But not
Script Flair Woo, he took the hate
and used it as fuel and created a
righteous inspired urban look.

“Almost five (5) years ago.... I had a
personal experience when I first
started getting around brothers....
and I had a brother tell me that I
wasn’t in the truth because of what I
had on.... he didn’t question me
about The Law or nothing like that.
Just looked at me and seen what I
had on and was like, oh nah man,
you can’t be in the truth dressing
like that.”
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Script Flair Woo,
@scriptflair_wooo , owner
of @613splash stopped in
and made mention of a time
he recalls being told he was
not in the truth due to the
urban clothing he had on. 
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So what are the people of AmericaSo what are the people of AmericaSo what are the people of America

actively doing? Are they putting inactively doing? Are they putting inactively doing? Are they putting in

energetic work towards Theenergetic work towards Theenergetic work towards The

Kingdom, participating in SetKingdom, participating in SetKingdom, participating in Set

Apartness, or maybe busy doingApartness, or maybe busy doingApartness, or maybe busy doing

Righteousness? This clearly isn’t theRighteousness? This clearly isn’t theRighteousness? This clearly isn’t the

case, so taking a deeper look into thiscase, so taking a deeper look into thiscase, so taking a deeper look into this

matter we can spot that underwearmatter we can spot that underwearmatter we can spot that underwear

are being presented and sold asare being presented and sold asare being presented and sold as

athletic gear. Even with the U.S beingathletic gear. Even with the U.S beingathletic gear. Even with the U.S being

a world leader in workout apparela world leader in workout apparela world leader in workout apparel

the profits made dont translate intothe profits made dont translate intothe profits made dont translate into

people actually being healthy and fit.people actually being healthy and fit.people actually being healthy and fit.

The U.S.  market for athleticwear isThe U.S.  market for athleticwear isThe U.S.  market for athleticwear is

expected to grow to 69.2 bil l ion in 2021, upexpected to grow to 69.2 bil l ion in 2021, upexpected to grow to 69.2 bil l ion in 2021, up

from 54.3 bil l ion in 2015, that’s a 14.9 bil l ionfrom 54.3 bil l ion in 2015, that’s a 14.9 bil l ionfrom 54.3 bil l ion in 2015, that’s a 14.9 bil l ion

plus in just 6 years.  This will  account forplus in just 6 years.  This will  account forplus in just 6 years.  This will  account for

36% of athletic apparel sales worldwide as36% of athletic apparel sales worldwide as36% of athletic apparel sales worldwide as

more brands operating in the U.S.  push tomore brands operating in the U.S.  push tomore brands operating in the U.S.  push to

offer athletic clothing.offer athletic clothing.offer athletic clothing.    

MODESTY
WORKOUT FIT

About 9 out of 10 AmericanAbout 9 out of 10 AmericanAbout 9 out of 10 American

consumers say that theyconsumers say that theyconsumers say that they

wear athletic apparel inwear athletic apparel inwear athletic apparel in

sett ings other than exercisesettings other than exercisesettings other than exercise

(out of context)(out of context)(out of context)
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It seems America is only concerned with making money instead of promotingIt seems America is only concerned with making money instead of promotingIt seems America is only concerned with making money instead of promoting

modest attire to help people accomplish a fitness goal in style. So why are thesemodest attire to help people accomplish a fitness goal in style. So why are thesemodest attire to help people accomplish a fitness goal in style. So why are these

garments so popular outside of the arena they’re made for? Are people onlygarments so popular outside of the arena they’re made for? Are people onlygarments so popular outside of the arena they’re made for? Are people only

focusing on looking sexy and getting attention? Marketers know that sex sells infocusing on looking sexy and getting attention? Marketers know that sex sells infocusing on looking sexy and getting attention? Marketers know that sex sells in

this world so producing revealing clothes only continues the immodesty, but wethis world so producing revealing clothes only continues the immodesty, but wethis world so producing revealing clothes only continues the immodesty, but we

don’t have to buy in anymore. We can look good and be proper wherever, evendon’t have to buy in anymore. We can look good and be proper wherever, evendon’t have to buy in anymore. We can look good and be proper wherever, even

exercising. The point of staying fit is to show appreciation for life that was freelyexercising. The point of staying fit is to show appreciation for life that was freelyexercising. The point of staying fit is to show appreciation for life that was freely

given to you. Which means for starters Men must consider their attire as wellgiven to you. Which means for starters Men must consider their attire as wellgiven to you. Which means for starters Men must consider their attire as well

because being a distraction instead of a leader isn’t what we need as a people. Itbecause being a distraction instead of a leader isn’t what we need as a people. Itbecause being a distraction instead of a leader isn’t what we need as a people. It

would be a major plus for us all to turn away from anything that can hinder ourwould be a major plus for us all to turn away from anything that can hinder ourwould be a major plus for us all to turn away from anything that can hinder our

growth or detour us from reaching our marks and truly living Set Apart Lives.growth or detour us from reaching our marks and truly living Set Apart Lives.growth or detour us from reaching our marks and truly living Set Apart Lives.   

LOOKS OF WORKOUT MODESTY
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IT’S A
CULTURAL

THING
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1 Kings 8:48 (KJV) And [so] return unto

thee with all their heart, and with all

their soul, in the land of their enemies,

which led them away captive, and pray

unto thee toward their land, which

thou gavest unto their fathers, the city

which thou hast chosen, and the house

which I have built for thy name:



A MAN
SHOULD

NOT WEAR A
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GARMENT 

A MAN
SHOULD

NOT WEAR A
WOMAN’S
GARMENT 

Deuteronomy 22:5 (KJV) The woman shall not
wear that which pertaineth unto a man,
neither shall a man put on a woman's

garment: for all that do so [are] abomination
unto YAHUAH thy Mighty One 
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               With the understanding that fashion can represent the behavior of one, and that a man is to beWith the understanding that fashion can represent the behavior of one, and that a man is to beWith the understanding that fashion can represent the behavior of one, and that a man is to be

masculine, some fashion styles offered to men today are not masculine at all. The styles are actuallymasculine, some fashion styles offered to men today are not masculine at all. The styles are actuallymasculine, some fashion styles offered to men today are not masculine at all. The styles are actually

feminine and are looked at as “popular trends.”feminine and are looked at as “popular trends.”feminine and are looked at as “popular trends.”

               A skirt is defined as a woman’s outer garment, fastened around the waist and hanging down aroundA skirt is defined as a woman’s outer garment, fastened around the waist and hanging down aroundA skirt is defined as a woman’s outer garment, fastened around the waist and hanging down around

the legs. The popularity of women skirts has been growing over the years amongst men.the legs. The popularity of women skirts has been growing over the years amongst men.the legs. The popularity of women skirts has been growing over the years amongst men.   

               They make claims that women skirts represent ancient cultures in the world, but that isn’t the mainThey make claims that women skirts represent ancient cultures in the world, but that isn’t the mainThey make claims that women skirts represent ancient cultures in the world, but that isn’t the main

reasoning of it gaining popularity. Some of the reasons stated to why men are able to wear a dress orreasoning of it gaining popularity. Some of the reasons stated to why men are able to wear a dress orreasoning of it gaining popularity. Some of the reasons stated to why men are able to wear a dress or

skirt are, “they are comfortable and cooler in summer and hot climates” and “they should be at libertyskirt are, “they are comfortable and cooler in summer and hot climates” and “they should be at libertyskirt are, “they are comfortable and cooler in summer and hot climates” and “they should be at liberty

to dress as they like since women wear pants.” A skirt/dress on a man actually takes away a man’sto dress as they like since women wear pants.” A skirt/dress on a man actually takes away a man’sto dress as they like since women wear pants.” A skirt/dress on a man actually takes away a man’s

masculinity.masculinity.masculinity.
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MODESTY FOR WOMEN



     Fashion for most women
in the world is based off of
one goal and one goal only.
To look “sexy.” Women are
starting to wear tops that
may expose bras worn
underneath the see
through tops, or expose the
naked skin with nothing
but a sheer top covering it.
Women have been led to
believe by influencers that
dressing in a sexual way
gives them empowerment
as women because they are
taking public ownership of
their sexuality. Women
show this delusion of
empowerment, by wearing
styles that either reveal
what can clearly be seen
underneath, or clothing
that reveals the shape of
the body. These styles
range from sheer, low
necklines, exposed mid
sections, leggings, biker
shorts, and more tight
revealing clothing
(including pants/jeans). 
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WHOWHOWHOWEARSWEARSWEARSTHETHETHEPANTS?PANTS?PANTS?

    From the beginning YAHUAH
has commanded that a man
should be the one wearing the
pants. Many might not believe
this is true, but why would it be
an insult for one to say it’s the
woman that wears the pants in
the relationship? That’s just
something to think about. 

     The reason being that men
should be in pants is because
it’s a physical sign of
separating two genders. Pants
are more durable and covers
the legs individually when it
comes to doing work. It clearly
shows what position a man
plays in the world, and how
he’s the one to go and make a
way for his family. If this wasn’t
true, women wouldn’t feel as if
pants was a sign of power, and
that it will make them equal to
men. So if pants can make a
woman feel like a man, then
we already know what a dress
would do for a man.

THEWAV613.COMWHOWHOWHOWEARSWEARSWEARSTHETHETHEPANTS?PANTS?PANTS?



     This is why YAHUAH commanded for both man and
woman to not wear what pertains to each other to avoid
exactly that, because YAHUAH is not the author of confusion.
YAHUAH also commanded that both man and woman be
modest always. So men should not be exposing themselves
along with women, as in being shirtless, or wearing shirts that
expose what’s underneath. When men wear articles of
clothing as such outside of the guidelines set, then women
will follow the lead of men; teaching them an unrighteous
manner of behavior.      When wearing pants, women see

this as a chance at equality to the
man. It has always been known for
women to wear dresses and not pants
in society, but as of recently, women
have been protesting the belief that
pants aren’t only for men. Women
also believe pants are for them as
well. With the trend of pants (which
reveals the shape of a woman’s body)
being given to women, it has led to all
type of pants that are even more
revealing. Those styles range from
ripped jeans to leggings. All women
pants are revealing, which feeds the
purpose of women believing they can
own their own sexuality. 
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Many women will say they can’t be judged off of how they dress,

but the scripture says she had on the attire of a harlot, which is

dressing as either a prostitute or a promiscuous woman. This is

exactly what is being promoted through the world with women.

Women are being influenced by other women that dress in a

sexual manner. They think they are taking ownership of their own

sexuality and feel that it is empowering, but that is not what

YAHUAH wants. YAHUAH wants women to be in dresses or skirts

that are modest in length (which would be past the knees), and

that is loose flowing on them, not exposing their figure. All gifts

come wrapped up, so she should be wrapped up if she is a gift to a

man. This is how YAHUAH intends for her to be, not an object of

sexual desire.  
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